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SCORPIO WEEKLY HOROSCOPE 

WEEK OF JUNE 08 - 14, 2015 

Jealousy, mystery, and animal attraction! Oh. My. Ever since Mercury turned retrograde on 

May 18 you've been slogging through some complex dynamics. The messenger planet 

continues retreating through Gemini and your eighth house, AKA "the chamber of secrets" 

for half of this week. This is also the house naturally associated with Scorpio causing 

struggles with some of the most intense parts of your personality. Countdown to this 

Thursday, June 11! Mercury corrects its course slowly but surely restoring your clarity. 

Perhaps you've been unsure how to proceed in a romantic entanglement. Can you really 

trust the person whose head is on the pillow next to yours? Is your attraction fierce enough 

to make it through life's endless currents? With Mercury in drive through Gemini until July 

8 answers will be obvious. You might just wind up putting a ring on it. Or some ink! The 

eighth house governs shared resources, so a murky business alliance could turn into a win-

win with everyone's roles spelled out clearly—by an attorney. Mercury's backspin could have 

attracted some questionable characters from your past, like an old flame who is both 

devastating to the eyes AND the heart. If you got swept up in an obsessive sequel, yell, "Cut!" 

and leave the cast of that movie at once. It might take the remainder of Mercury's tour 

through Gemini—until July 8—to get that sucker out of your system. Give yourself time to 

deal and heal. 

Of course, astrology can never come without its contrary energies. On Saturday, hazy 

Neptune slips into a five-month retrograde (something that happens annually) and 

backstrokes through Pisces' waters until November 18. Pisces is the governess of your fifth 

house of passion, romance, glamour and fame. Your taste for the taboo, edgy and 

underground is not exactly a secret, Scorpio. But with Neptune in reverse, you could be 

drawn to some sketchy types—those living-on-the-edge rebels who might actually be kind of 
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destructive. On the one hand, it's remarkable how unafraid of the shadows you are, Scorpio. 

But how low can you go? Best not to find out where "rock bottom" lies or feed your appetite 

for destruction. Neptune's downfall is a lack of boundaries so just be more mindful of whom 

you let into your carefully curated inner circle. You could wind up with a "rescue mission" 

on your hands, which can be a downward spiral for YOU. A drowning man will pull you 

under to save himself. Unless your beloved is willing to do the hard work for himself/herself, 

you'd be wise to take a few steps back. Let "codependent no more" be your battle cry for 

fighting your own "helpful" tendencies. Funny thing is, when YOU get out of the way, people 

may naturally step up to the plate. Your "need to be needed" may be the very thing that 

requires some work during this Neptune retrograde. Scorpio, you are loveable just because—

you don't have to work so damn hard to prove it. Since retrogrades rule the past, you could 

even see the return of an old flame or creative collaborator. If it was merely bad timing that 

kept you apart, let the happy reunion tour begin. An artistic pursuit that you shelved a while 

back could interest you again and even bring some fame and acclaim your way before 2015 

is through. 

Now for the biggest news of the week (yeah, this is an intense one): On Sunday, taskmaster 

Saturn slips back into Scorpio for one LAST hurrah (until 2031) through your sign. You've 

hosted the disciplinarian planet from October 6, 2012 until December 23, 2014, a phase that 

felt a whole lot like cosmic boot camp. Though you've weathered some extreme challenges 

for the past two-and-a-half years, you've also grown bulletproof in many new areas. A new 

life path has likely emerged—one that you are just starting to develop. From this Sunday, 

June 14 until September 17 there is one last mountain to climb before you can REALLY get 

The Scorpio Project underway. Pause before pouring the concrete to make sure that you 

truly have your direction down. In your desire to activate a better life for yourself, did you 

throw out the baby with the bathwater? Aspects of the "old you" might be worth reviving 

and integrating into your upgraded plans. Work with a coach, mentor, or guide to help 

clarify your direction. Saturn's final spin through your sign is an important time for 

researching, fortifying and doing behind the scenes work to ensure that you have a strong 

structure in place that can hold you up as you climb higher and higher. 

http://www.elle.com/horoscopes/weekly/a69/scorpio-weekly-horoscope/  

 

http://www.elle.com/horoscopes/weekly/a69/scorpio-weekly-horoscope/
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ARIES WEEKLY HOROSCOPE 

WEEK OF JUNE 08 - 14, 2015 

Scrambled signals and mixed messages—you've had your fair share of them since Mercury 

turned retrograde on May 18. Talk about frustrating! You're one hundred percent SURE you 

said potato. They insist you said "potahhhto." And frankly, you're annoyed enough to call 

the whole $#@ing thing off. But hang tight, Ram. This Thursday, Mercury corrects its 

course, giving you three solid weeks (until July 8) to harmonize, synthesize and find a 

working compromise with your partners-in-crime. Better still, some NEW kindred spirits 

could crop up as Mercury corrects its course in your dynamic duo zone. Even if you'd like to 

crawl under a rock early this week, by the weekend you'll be flexing those social butterfly 

wings once again. Squabbles with a sibling, coworker or neighbor clear up, too. Just hug it 

out, Aries. And laugh about it! Your sense of humor returns with a bang. One wicked joke 

about the sticky situation can evaporate all the drama. Just make sure you include yourself 

in the punchline so that everyone knows that you've also reflected on YOUR part in the 

breakdown, okay? 

On Friday, Neptune tucks into its annual retrograde, backstroking through the esoteric 

waters of Pisces and your twelfth house until November 18. You'll find yourself in quite an 

introspective headspace, which is ideal for healing or clearing away hidden thoughts that 

might be limiting you. Examining your own shadow side (the parts of yourself you wish you 

could disown) is what will bring Neptune retrograde's true benefits. In the words of Aries 

Joseph Campbell, "It is by going down into the abyss that we recover the treasures of life. 

Where you stumble, there lies your treasure." Try meditation, journaling, even 

hypnotherapy—the point is to access those locked corners of your own psyche. If you're the 
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active Ram who struggles to sit still, try a moving meditation. You can get into that hypnotic 

state while you're hiking or biking in the woods, or doing yoga. Forgiveness is a theme of 

this Neptune cycle, but before you can "let it go, let it go," you must take time to honor your 

own experiences. Hang on to that olive branch a little longer and give yourself a chance to 

process your anger, sadness and desire to avenge. Should you act on these urges? Probably 

not. But it certainly wouldn't hurt to join a boxing gym and work it out on the bag, or invest 

in sessions with an amazing therapist or coach. Creativity is cathartic now, too, and 

retrograde Neptune helps you reach deeeeep into your soul for material. From a photo series 

to song lyrics to a work of community art, follow the calling of the muse. 

On Sunday, structured Saturn somersaults back into Scorpio, activating your eighth house 

of sex, shared resources and investments until September 17. This is the final curtain call of 

a Saturn in Scorpio tour that began on October 6, 2012 and briefly ended on December 23, 

2014. (You won't weather this transit again until 2031!) No doubt you've learned some 

pretty serious lessons about relationships, secrecy and how to manage your most valuable 

resources over the past couple years. But there may be one last lesson or test to endure. Stay 

away from those nebulous flings and secret affairs—the lure of such "passion" is as addictive 

and toxic as the 90s Britney Spears song. But your bedroom game can really expand with 

wise teacher Saturn here. Invest in workshops and experiences that expand your erotic 

sensibilities: from tantric breathwork to Sheila Kelley's S Factor 

classes http://www.sfactor.org/. An old income stream may flow your way again, or you 

could get serious about creating passive income through personal investments like stocks or 

real estate. If you're sharing finances with a partner, spell out all agreements to the letter 

and even hire a lawyer to draft an official contract. Coupled Aries, get your partner engaged 

in paying off debt or co-creating a solid long-term plan for your financial future. Creating 

capitol—and managing it well—will be an inspiring shared endeavor. 

http://www.elle.com/horoscopes/weekly/a97/aries-weekly-horoscope/  
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Weekly Horoscope from Sunday 7th June 2015 

Read more at http://www.horoscopes.co.uk/Scorpio/Weekly-Horoscope.php#IRRBB1czWr0x7OBF.99  

This week's Last Quarter moon in another of the Water signs indicates the probability of a 

speculative venture whose roots go back a few years reaching the next and final stage of its 

development. It may be that this has been under-capitalised and that full focus is now on attracting 

those who could see the project through to completion. Determining who ought to be on the team for 

this could be seen as this week's quest. It may be that those with technical skills should be sought out 

first. It might also be necessary to initiate conversation with a co-operative. Though you may have 

understandable and natural distrust of someone whom you think has been less than honourable in the 

past, it could be that their involvement cannot be avoided. Doubts might be balanced by one of their 

ideas which you sense is 'of its time' and appears to have considerable mileage. 

Read more at http://www.horoscopes.co.uk/Scorpio/Weekly-

Horoscope.php#IRRBB1czWr0x7OBF.99  

Bold, courageous, independent, enthusiastic, fun-loving and fascinating Aries. Your ruling planet is 

Mars, your best day of the week is Tuesday and red is your colour. With Uranus moving through 

your sign (until 2017), others will surely be magnetised by your presence and captivated by your 

antics. Add this one… http://www.horoscopes.co.uk/Aries/index.php 

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE 

Friendships grow closer and romance is bliss. Are you single? Mr or Ms Right could 

come along today in which case you could find yourself falling madly and deeply in 

love. Reconnecting with a former romantic interest could be surprisingly successful. 

Sharing dreams for the future motivates you now.  

http://www.mirror.co.uk/lifestyle/horoscopes/scorpio/daily/ 

 

TODAY'S HOROSCOPE 

Your attention turns to spiritual and personal matters. Sneak off to a private 

hideaway where you can do some quiet thinking. These tranquil times could lead to 

important insights but even retreating from public view can be therapeutic. You might 

be thinking about returning to a spiritual practice that once brought you comfort. 

http://www.mirror.co.uk/lifestyle/horoscopes/aries/daily/  

 

http://www.horoscopes.co.uk/Scorpio/Weekly-Horoscope.php#IRRBB1czWr0x7OBF.99
http://www.horoscopes.co.uk/Scorpio/Weekly-Horoscope.php#IRRBB1czWr0x7OBF.99
http://www.horoscopes.co.uk/Scorpio/Weekly-Horoscope.php#IRRBB1czWr0x7OBF.99
http://www.horoscopes.co.uk/Aries/index.php
http://www.mirror.co.uk/lifestyle/horoscopes/scorpio/daily/
http://www.mirror.co.uk/lifestyle/horoscopes/aries/daily/
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 Scorpio Oct 24-Nov 22 

Someone close could need your backing and support, so deal with all unfinished business 

now to give yourself more freedom to manoeuvre. Over the next few weeks, while lucky 

Jupiter and Uranus, the planet of creative growth, will be in alignment, your career should 

go from strength to strength. Play to win this time around. Starline 0906 757 8730 

Starline calls cost 77p a minute plus network charges, average duration seven minutes. 

Calls from mobiles may cost more. Messages are pre-recorded. For entertainment and 

guidance purposes only. Users must be over 18. Service provided by Spoke (www.spoke-

interactive.com). 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/9761792/Horoscopes-Catherine-Tennant-looks-at-the-

week-ahead.html  

Aries Mar 21-April 20 

An unexpected conversation this weekend could revolutionise your outlook on a recent 

worry or dilemma. Do not hesitate to show your hand, or feel you should let others make the 

opening move. Over the next few weeks, Jupiter, the planet of good fortune, is due to put 

you in an almost unassailable position, so take full advantage of the stars. Starline 0906 

757 8723 

Starline calls cost 77p a minute plus network charges, average duration seven minutes. 

Calls from mobiles may cost more. Messages are pre-recorded. For entertainment and 

guidance purposes only. Users must be over 18. Service provided by Spoke (www.spoke-

interactive.com). 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/9761792/Horoscopes-Catherine-Tennant-looks-at-the-

week-ahead.html  

 

 

Aries 

Daily Forecast 
Everything will work out well this weekend. But how well? Very well? Well enough? Or, 'Well, things 
could be better but...?' Much depends, as always, on your expectations. Too often, to protect 
ourselves from disappointment, we try not to hope for too much. Yet in wearing the blinkers of 
pessimism, disguised as realism, we may inadvertently prevent more positive developments from 
arising. Remember, please, that you are entitled to a degree of success, and then act as if there is 
no reason why it shouldn't come your way. Love? Money? Career? Wellbeing? Whatever your 
question, you'll find insight and advice in your full personal birth chart. Invest in a report that could 
change your whole life for the better, based on your exact birth details. Click here to learn more. 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/coffeebreak/horoscopes/index.html  

 
 
 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/10396550/Scorpio-Horoscope-for-the-week-ahead.html
http://www.spoke-interactive.com/
http://www.spoke-interactive.com/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/9761792/Horoscopes-Catherine-Tennant-looks-at-the-week-ahead.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/9761792/Horoscopes-Catherine-Tennant-looks-at-the-week-ahead.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/10396628/Aries-Horoscope-for-the-week-ahead.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/9761792/Horoscopes-Catherine-Tennant-looks-at-the-week-ahead.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/9761792/Horoscopes-Catherine-Tennant-looks-at-the-week-ahead.html
https://charts.cainer.com/w/?ref=dailymail
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/coffeebreak/horoscopes/index.html
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Scorpio  

Daily Forecast 

You want your forecast for the weekend, don't you? And you want it right now, do you not? Now, 
may I ask how badly you want it? Do you want it so much you can almost taste it? Might you be 
willing to do almost anything if it would ensure the granting of this wish? What if I were the kind of 
unscrupulous character who was willing to take advantage of someone with such an appetite? Lust 
is one of the seven deadly sins. Thankfully, this weekend, brings you the strength and wisdom to 
rise above this and conquer it. You're entitled to success, happiness and love. Sometimes these 
things can seem far away. Let me help you find them with a personal 'Guide to the Future' based on 
your time and place of birth. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/coffeebreak/horoscopes/index.html  
 

 

 

 
Confession | I’m an astrology addict 
 

At the risk of sounding a bit, well, nuts (especially as I’ve already confessed to the occasional visit to 

a psychic) I’m just going to come out and say it, I’m hopelessly addicted to reading my horoscope. 

Not a day goes by when I don’t read something starsign-related usually online or, sometimes, printed 

on actual paper (I know, so retro!). 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/coffeebreak/horoscopes/index.html
http://rockmystyle.co.uk/confessions-i-see-a-psychic/
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Every morning, often before I get out of bed, I read what the Astro Twins have to say over on US 

Elle’s website (fyi, the Astro Twins are actual identical twins Tali and Ophira – with names like that 

I’m not sure they could have done anything else but become astrologers). I also check their weekly 

and monthly predictions on US Elle and their weekly forecast over on Refinery 29. 

Most weekdays I read Shelley Von Strunckel’s daily horoscopes in the Evening Standard and then on 

Sunday I check her week-ahead horoscopes in the Sunday Times Style magazine. Also on Sunday I 

read what Tracy Allen reckons is in store for me on the Free People BLDG 25 blog. And if I’ve got a 

spare 15 minutes or so somewhere near the start of the month I’ll read Susan Miller’s predictions 

over on Astrology Zone (be warned they’re LONG!). 

I also follow numerous astrology-related and Sagittarius-specific feeds on Twitter. I have been 

known to check boyfriend’s starsigns for their compatibility with mine (you know, once or twice, in 

the past, ahem, cough, splutter) although I wouldn’t go as far as not dating someone on the basis that 

their sign wasn’t compatible with mine (I’m not completely bonkers). I’m yet to have a personal 

horoscope done but that’s mostly because my parents were always a bit vague on the exact time of 

my birth (around 6pm doesn’t cut it, apparently). 

Um, yeah, so I told you I might sound a bit, well, nuts. I do get what the naysayers are on about when 

they point out that it would be impossible for approximately one twelfth of the world’s population to 

be having exactly the same thing going on at the same time, especially given the varying 

circumstances we all live in. However I do possess many supposedly Sagittarian qualities (we’re 

enthusiastic, optimistic, adventurous, travel-loving, independent and restless, among other things) 

and lots of the people I get on best with are fellow fire signs. 

I don’t make life decisions based on what Tali, Ophira, Shelley, Tracy and Susan have to say. 

Sometimes they’re uncannily accurate. Other times what they’ve got to say is not relevant at all. 

Mostly I just enjoy reading them. The more I think about it, the less I’m sure why. 

So, over to you. Are you similarly fascinated with your horsoscope? Or do you think I’m completely 

bonkers? Please reassure me I’m not the only one who has a daily astrology habit in the comments 

section below. Are there any other astrologers I should be checking? On second thoughts, maybe 

don’t share that information, I’m not sure I have enough time in my life. 

And for all you fellow Sagittarians my regular reads are in agreement that now is a good time to get 

healthy and create new (better) habits, there are developments coming up work-wise and we should 

prepare for a boost in our romantic lives. Yay! 

http://rockmystyle.co.uk/confession-im-an-astrology-addict/  
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